TAIL SECTIONS

Located at the in-by of the belt drive, Tail Sections are an essential piece to any conveyor system. West River’s custom-built tail sections are available in a variety of heights and belt widths from 36” to 96” and are manufactured to withstand the harshest mining conditions. We can design many different types of tail sections for various conveyor requirements including conveyor length and horsepower. We use both spiral and winged-type tail pulleys, MSHA-approved impact beds, and West River’s special-designed glide beds.

West River has built more than 1,200 tail sections. Among those, we have manufactured various designs, sizes, and types to suit a variety of conveyor needs. The most popular designs include glide bar, impact bed, impact idler, feed thru, and AR plate. Below are some reasons to consider purchasing your next tail section from West River.

Benefits
• proven heavy-duty structural design
• ability to provide a quick turnaround if needed
• ability to custom-design a tail section to fit your unique application
“West River Conveyors & Machinery Company builds VERY dependable conveyor components. For the past five years, we have purchased West River belt drives and low impact tail sections. They have been tough tested in underground coal mines and do a VERY dependable job! Pricing is competitive in the conveyor market. The sales representatives are very knowledgeable and very friendly. You are only a phone call away from conveyor product professionals!”

— Bud Robinson Purchasing Director, Blue Diamond & Leeco Inc.